Attachment 1

Jefferson Transcription Quick Reference (Key)

○ Talk following the degree sign means it is soft
○ ○ Talk between the degrees mean low, soft voice than other talk around them
↑ Voice Raises
↓ Voice Lowers
> Voice speeds up (>> speeds up quick >>> speeds up really quick)
< Voice slows down (<< slows down slowly <<< slows down slower)
- No pause between same speaker dialogue
= No pause between different speaker dialogue
( 0.0) Seconds of pause
[ ] Two individual Voices are talking at the same time. The brackets indicate the words are said at the same time.
Word Caps in Dialogue mean emphasis
WORD Wo is emphasized in Dialogue
WORD Entire word is emphasized in Dialogue
(.) Indicates a micro pause. Not the end of a sentence.
? Punctuation marks are not used grammatically. The question mark indicates a rising in intonation.
Word Underlining indicates a form of stress or emphasis.
hh Indicates hearable breathing the more h’s the more breathing
((text)) Text between double parentheses has been added by the transcriber to indicate an event or a {Non-verbal} action. It also signifies who is talking.

{Code Assigned}